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Abstract. Many researchers try to utilize the semantic information extracted
from visual feature to directly realize the semantic video retrieval or to
supplement the automated speech recognition (ASR) text retrieval. But bridging
the gap between the low-level visual feature and semantic content is still a
challenging task. In this paper, we study how to effectively use Latent Semantic
Indexing (LSI) to improve the semantic video retrieval through the ASR texts.
The basic LSI method has been shown effective in the traditional text retrieval
and the noisy ASR text retrieval. In this paper, we further use the lexiconguided semantic clustering to effectively remove the noise introduced by news
video’s additional contents, and use the cluster-based LSI to automatically mine
the semantic structure underlying the terms expression. Tests on the TRECVID
2005 dataset show that the above two enhancements achieve 21.3% and 6.9%
improvements in performance over the traditional vector-space model(VSM)
and the basic LSI separately.
Keywords: ASR text, LSI, Semantic video retrieval.

1 Introduction
In video retrieval, the users’ need is not only the visually similar content, but the
semantic similar content. So low-level features are now becoming insufficient to build
efficient news video retrieval systems. Many works have done to bridge the gap
between low-level features and semantic content, but this is still a challenging task in
the future. In this paper, we try an alternative way to mine the video’s semantic
information from its automatic speech recognition (ASR) text. One reason is that
ASR text is the direct semantic description about video content. The other is that the
technologies of text retrieval are more mature than the ones of visual features process.
But news video’s ASR texts have their own characteristics, and we should adopt the
traditional information retrieval methods, LSI, for it.
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Many works have done to prove the effectiveness of LSI in common text retrieval
[5][9][13]. Moreover, L.Hollink et al. demonstrated the feasibility of the basic LSI
method in the noisy ASR texts[1]. In TRECVID 2005 ASR texts, the word error
rate(WER) is 33.8%[14], and the average length of shot document is about 14.5,
while the counterpart in TREC collection is 84.6(after pre-processing) [13]. These
data are a challenge to the basic LSI. By enhancing the basic LSI to fit ASR texts, we
further affirmed the validity of the LSI approach in video’s ASR texts retrieval.
1.1 Related Work
In semantic video retrieval field, much of prior work focused on extracting semantic
information from videos’ multi-modality resources to supplement the video’s ASR
text. Neo[2] integrates event-related high-level features (HLFs) to provide the
additional context and knowledge. The event-related HLFs are relevant visual features
detected by a machine learning approach. The improvement of the performance is
significant. But the HLF detectors’ training need a large scale annotated corpus, and
the detection confidence is unstable when the test collection is inconsistent with the
training collection. Many researchers try to use the data mining technology to
automatically mine the semantic information directly from the video’s low-level
visual features. In [3] and [4], authors perform LSI separately on the region-level and
low-level visual features, and try to automatically bridge the gap from low-level
visual features to the semantic content. But these approaches need a rigorous
experimental environment: [3] assume that a video shot is well represented by its key
frames. In [4]’s experiment, the corpus must be standard and contain limited semantic
categories. However, all these assumptions are unpractical.
1.2 Our Work
We parse a corpus in three level hierarchical structures, initially keywords(termdocument matrix), topics(LSI semantic space) and semantic clustering, and retrieve
under this structure.
Generally, ASR texts include two main errors: one is the word error imported by
speech recognition step, and the other is the matching error induced when mapping
the ASR text to the video’s shot. To reduce the negative influence imported by errors,
we retrieve the text by using LSI approach instead of using the common termmatching algorithm. LSI can map the keywords space to a reduced-dimension
semantic concept space and ignore the unimportant details. These features make the
LSI very compelling and useful in semantic retrieval.
Besides, the video’s shot ASR text is very short (in our experiment, the shot text’s
average length is 14.5). Much important information may appear as rarely as the real
noises do. Furthermore, news videos not only include the real-life events shots
(valuable news content), but also include some additional shots (redundant content),
such as led-in/out, advertisement, special graphic effects, etc. So we mine semantic
structure in this impure corpus is unadvisable. We utilize lexicon–guided semantic
clustering to remove the redundant contents in news video, and perform LSI in the
semantic class instead of the whole document collection. As confirmed by our
experiments, the introduction of lexicon can get an improvement of 6.9%.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we give a brief review
of LSI, and describe its importance to ASR texts retrieval. Next we present the
lexicon-guided semantic clustering and the cluster-based LSI in the section 3. Then
we set up the experimental framework to compare the adaptive LSI to traditional
methods in section 4 and discuss two open questions in section 5. Finally, conclusion
and future work are given in the last section.

2 Latent Semantic Indexing
2.1 LSI
In natural langue analyzing field, a certain word can be interpreted in different ways
within different contexts (polysemy); while the same concept can be described using
different terms(synonymy). LSI was proposed to solve these problems. The key idea
is clustering the co-occurring keywords, and mapping documents and queries into a
lower dimensional space(latent semantic space)[5]. The advantage of retrieval in this
space is that a query can be similar to a document even when they share no words.
The LSI technique makes use of the singular value decomposition(SVD) to mine
the total collection’s semantic structure. Firstly, we represent the document collection
as a term-document matrix Mt×d, then the SVD decompose Mt×d into the product of
three matrices:

M t × d = Tt × r S r × r ( Dd×r )

T

(1)

where t is the number of terms, d is the number of documents. r is the rank of M. T
and D are the matrices with orthonormal columns. S is a diagonal matrix of M’s
singular values sorted in decreasing. The singular value is larger, the corresponding
dimension is more important. By restricting the matrixes T,S,D to their first k rows ,
we can get a approximate matrix M ′ :
T
M t′× d = Tt ×′ k S k′×k ( Dd′×k )

(2)

Where k< r .
Discarding the less important dimensions can remove much of the noise, and
transform the term space to the reduced-dimension latent semantic space.
In retrieval period, through the formula(3) we transform the q to latent semantic
space:

q′ = q T Tt ×′ k S −1k × k

(3)

We use the standard cosine measure(4) to compute the similarity between the
query and document:

LSI ( q , doci ) =

( D′ )

i

is the i-th column of matrix D′ .

q ′ • ( D ′ )i
q′

( D′ )

i

(4)
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2.2 LSI in ASR Texts

In the ASR text retrieval, the contribution of LSI is not limited in polysemy and
synonymy problems, it can reduce the negative effect brought by speech recognition
errors. LSI reduces the importance of the individual terms, and pays more attention to
the latent structure underlying the whole document collection. So the individually
term recognition error can not influence the retrieval precision in LSI.
Furthermore, LSI is a completely automatic unsupervised statistical learning
approach, and is free of hand-labeled training data. This factor overcomes the
drawback that the confidence depends on the training collection. This problem lies in
most of the traditional machine learning approaches used to extract HLFs from visual
feature, and hinders the HLFs’ application in semantic video retrieval.
The other problem in practical application is the efficiency. [5] shows that
decomposing a matrix with 70,000 documents and 90,000 terms requires about 18
hours of CPU time on a SUN SPARCstation 10 workstation. This cost is a too
horrendous to bear. Note that the term-document matrix is quite sparse. In our
experiment, the matrix contains only 0.17% non-zero entries. So we select the
SVDPACK[6] to quickly compute the SVD. This software package implements
Lanczos and subspace iteration-based methods for determining several of the largest
singular triplets (singular values and corresponding left- and right-singular vectors)
for large sparse matrices. For a matrix with the size of 20932×8410, only require
about 1 minute of CPU time on a P4 PC. Meanwhile our semantic clustering in next
section will be used to reduce the dimension of the matrix, and to further increase the
performance efficiency.

3 Lexicon Guided Semantic Cluster
Based on the characteristics of news videos, we predefined four semantic classes:
politics, sports, finance, and general [10]. The general class is designed to remove the
redundant shots described in the above section. The initial cluster centroids are preconstructed pseudo samples based on the HowNet’s relevance calculator[7][11]. Then
we use the k-means approach to continually adjust the initial cluster centers to really
reflect the current collection’s characteristics. The detail process is as follows:
− In step1, we utilize the HowNet’s relevance calculator to separately produce three
relevant word lists for politics, sports and finance. Then we transform these lists to
term vector space of the Term-Document Matrix Mt×d.. These vectors are the initial
cluster centers Center = {C0 , C1 , C2 , C3 } . Where C0 is the initial center of general

class, and we set it’s values with zero.
− In step2, we use the iterative computation to adjust the pseudo centers to the real
corpus, and produce the final cluster centers : Center ′ = {C0′ , C1′, C2′ , C3′} .
− In step3, we classify the corpus to four classes based on Center ′ .
− In step4, by measuring the distance between the query and the three new cluster
centers C1′, C2′ , C3′ , we get the scores of the query belonging to the corresponding

semantic classes: α1 , α 2 , α 3 .
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− In step5, we separately perform the LSI analysis in three semantic classes, and fuse
the results based on the scores in step4:

Sim ( q, D ) =

∑ α LSI
k

k

( q, Dk )

(5)

k =1,2 ,3

By deeply analyzing the original data and the classified results, we found that the
general class can effectively remove the additional shots. In the 20932 documents,
only 2228 shot documents are clustered into general class, and these snippets are very
short, or their contents are irrelevant to any news classes.
The comparison experiments tell us that classifying the document collection only
based on the HowNet’s cluster centers or the k-means centers performs worse than the
above approach. Because the HowNet’s cluster centroids are produced by its corpus
and rules, and the terms’ distribution is somewhat different from the current
collection. So the strategy of using lexicon to guide the k-means clustering is
reasonable and hence effective.

4 Empirical Validation
We choose the TRECVID 2005’s English test collection as our experimental data.
After pre-processing, the total number of the shot documents is 20932, the number of
the unique terms is 8410, and 305529 non-zero entries in the term-document matrix.
We select 12 topics from the 2005 search task to test our methods, and the choice
criterion is the number of the relevant documents in the test collection bigger than 50.
Table.1 is the topics’ information:
149=”Find shots of Condoleeza Rice”;
160="Find shots of something (e.g., vehicle, aircraft, building, etc) on fire with
flames and smoke visible";
161="Find shots of people with banners or signs";
162"Find shots of one or more people entering or leaving a building";
163="Find shots of a meeting with a large table and more than two people";
164="Find shots of a ship or boat";
165="Find shots of basketball players on the court";
166="Find shots of one or more palm trees";
168="Find shots of a road with one or more cars";
169="Find shots of one or more tanks or other military vehicles";
170="Find shots of a tall building (with more than 5 floors above the ground)";
172="Find shots of an office setting, i.e., one or more desks/tables and one or more
computers and one or more people";
Table 1. Statistics of topics

topic

149 160

161

162

163

164

165

166

168

169

170

172

Rel-Num 72

90

255

162

95

64

130

159

548

286

135

487

Pre-Rank 9

17

12

22

14

5

13

18

7

11

19

16
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Where the Rel-Num is the topics’ relevant documents number in the test collection;
and the Pre-Rank is the topics’ mean average precision ranking among the 24 topics,
the average ranking is 13.5.
The version of HowNet we used in our experiments includes 158849 words.
4.1 Evaluation Method

To determine the accuracy of the methods’ retrieval results, we use average precision,
following the standard in TRECVID evaluations. Let L = {l1 , l 2 , ......, l k } be a
k

ranked version of the retrieval results set S. At any given rank k let Rk be the number
of relevant shots in the top k of L, where R is the total number of relevant shots in a
set of size S. Then average precision is defined as:
Average Precision =

1

S

∑
R
k =1

Where function f ( lk ) = 1 if lk

Rk
k

f ( lk )

(6)

∈R and 0 otherwise. The average precision favors

highly ranked relevant shots.
We use the truths provided by NIST to evaluate our methods. But we found that
the truths are only subsets of the whole test collection, and many of the documents
returned by our system were not judged for relevance. The same obstacle of
evaluation is also encountered by[9]. So we only evaluate the performance of
submitted results with relevance judgments.
4.2 Pre-processing

Firstly, we matched the ASR texts with the shots based on the shot temporal
boundaries, and expanded the shot boundaries to include up to 3 immediate neighbors
on either side to compensate for speech and visual misalignment.
Then we remove the stopwords using the SMART’s English stoplist. Additionally,
we computed all the terms’ document frequency (DF) occurred in the whole
collection, and add the terms with highest DF to the user-defined stop word list.
To decrease the matrix total size and to enhance the efficiency, we extract only
nouns and verbs. This step can decrease the term dimension from 8410 to 7159.
We also used the Porter’s well-established stemming algorithm [8] to unify terms,
which allows several forms of a word to be considered as a unique term.
4.3 Primary Results

In our experiment, we realized three runs to compare our method’s effect. Where:
Run1: the vector space model(VSM)
Run2: LSI
Run3: lexicon-guided cluster + LSI
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The three methods have the same pre-processing. In Run2 the dimension of LSI is
306, and in Run3 the dimensions of three LSI respectively are 206, 206 and 214.
Fig. 1 displays the performance curves for the retrieval average precisions of three
methods for 12 topics.

0.4
0.3
PA 0.2

Run1
Run2
Run3

0.1
0

149 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 168 169 170 172
Topic
Fig. 1. Average precision of three methods

Table.2 displays the mean average precision(MAP) of the three runs:
Table 2. Evaluation Results in MAP

Runs

Run1

Run2

Run3

MAP

0.141

0.160

0.171

In Run2, we noted that applying LSI in semantic retrieval can increase the
performance by about 13.5% than VSM, and Run3 shows that the lexicon-guided
semantic cluster can increase the performance by about 6.9% than LSI.

5 Discussion
On the deeper analysis, we find that LSI is designed as a recall enhancing method by
expanding the terms in retrieving process. The enhancement can easily find in the
second row of Table.3. But the other result of expansion is that there are highly
ranked but irrelevant documents in the LSI’s result list(Run2 in Top10 is 1.08, and
Run1 in Top10 is 1.16). The lexicon-guided semantic cluster can partially alleviate
this problem(the Run3 in Top10 is 1.75). But the hits in the top ranking is still too
low, and we’ll seek some more effective approach to distinguish what should be
expanded from what should not be expanded, such as the syntactic or statisticallyderived phrases, part of speech parsing, etc.
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Table 3. The average hits at depths 10,50,100,300 and 500

Top10

Top50

Top100

Top300

Top500

Run1

1.16

6.66

11.33

35.83

58.58

Run2

1.08

7.33

15.75

42.91

69.91

Run3

1.75

8.25

16

33.83

36.67

Where the scores are the average hits of 12 topics at corresponding depths.
Besides, choosing the appropriate number of dimensions for the LSI representation
is an open research question. In our experiments, we set k with different values such
as 100, 200, 300, 500, 800 and 1000. We find that the performance improves as k
increases for a while, and then decreases, and reach the best results on from 200 to
300.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a method of using lexicon knowledge to guide the
semantic clustering, and using semantic cluster to restrict the LSI’s expansion. The
experiments show that the proposed approach can improve the retrieval performance
significantly. Prior works have proved the validity of the basic LSI in common texts
retrieval, and our works further affirmed the validity of the enhanced LSI approach in
video’s ASR texts retrieval. In the future we’ll try to fuse multi-modality video
features to a uniform representation space, and to learn the semantic in this space.
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